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Verse XXII:   Hell 

1.  Lying leads to sorrow. Concealing wrong actions leads to sorrow. These two acts of deceit take beings to the same 
state of  woe. 

2.  Those who wear the robes of a renunciate yet harbor evil and are unrestrained go to a sorrowful state. 

3.  It would be better to swallow molten iron than for a renunciate to live on offerings deceitfully gained. 

4.  Accumulated sadness, troubled sleep, blame and remorse are an adulterer's lot. 

5.  Brief is the delight of the fearful, adulterous couple, for only painful consequences can follow. 

6.  As kusa grass wrongly grasped wounds the hand that holds it, so the renunciate life hurts those who train in it wrongly. 

7.  Acts carelessly done, practices corruptly performed, the holy life lived perversely, lead to little or no benefit at all. 

8.  If anything is to be done, do it well, with energy and devotion; the renunciate life led heedlessly just stirs up the dust. 

9.  Hurtful deeds are better left undone as they always lead to remorse. Harmless deeds are better done as no regret will 
follow. 
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10.  As a border city must be carefully protected so guard yourself both within and without; build your defenses wisely 
and in time. If these things are not attended to at the right moment great sadness will come. 

11.  Distorted views which create feelings of shame about that which is not shameful, or indifference to that which is 
shameful, can cause beings to descend into hell. 

12.  Distorted views which create feelings of fear toward what is not actually threatening, or indifference in the face of 
that which is threatening, can cause beings to descend into hell. 

13.  Distorted views, which give rise to seeing right as wrong and wrong as right, are the cause for beings to disintegrate. 

14.  The clear seeing which knows that which is flawed as flawed and that which is pure as pure can lead beings to 
transcend misery. 

  
 
 Some thoughts about this Dhammapada Verse:                          
    
   HELL 
 
I expect that all spiritual traditions have a teaching on 

HELL. Most agree that it is a state experienced if we violate universal laws that 
bring harm and suffering to others and to ourselves. Where that state or place is, 
if it is anywhere, what it is, or what it will be like, whether we can avoid it or not, are all questions intellectually 
debated and that will likely be debated as long as there are differing philosophical traditions. Hell is often the 
Ace pulled out of the deck to land a winning argument or to sway a 'non-believer' to one's own position. When I 
go to meetings with participants from a variety of spiritual traditions, Hell comes up for "fire-y" debate.  
 
And yet, it is important to look at the dark side of reality, no matter how it may manifest or what it is called. It is  
important to 'know' because without this dark side, there would be no light. Without the dark and rageful, there 
would be no experience of peace. We all know that our suffering dark side finds expression in our lives and 
maybe in our afterlives as well. To not let ourselves know the shadow, or the dark, or our own evil, is to be 
caught blindsided when it manifests. That is where to start in the process of knowing Hell by whatever name we 
call this indescribable perception of reality. We must start with our own personal experience. 
 
Just like all of reality, we cannot intellectually describe or understand any subtle state, but we can experience 
them. We cannot describe the sacredness of peace, love, transcendence, enlightenment, compassion, nor the evil 
of hell, but we know when we are in them. These states can only be known through our own bodies, hearts and 
minds. Our intellect is devoid of the profound understanding of such states when we ourselves have never felt 
them, meditated through them, or let them work their way into our deepest self. Finally, when fully realized, we 
might try to describe their indescribable nature, but words well never succeed in transmitting their deepest 
essence. Only those who have traveled the path themselves will have a glimmer of what we might be able to say 
of our own experience. We are the vehicle for our own transcendent knowledge of Hells and of Heavens.  
 

Each of us knows our own Life Lived in the Hell Realms 
 

As you read the verses in our Dhammapada's HELL, I am sure you have a visceral response to many lines. 
You know the truths imparted by the words because you, as a human being, just like every one of us, have 
trudged into hell and back. No one escapes unscathed. No one needs to tell us not to do what these verses share. 
But some traditions might say that some of you are EVIL and are destined to HELL for all eternity. Of course, 
no one can say with certainty that that is true or not true or that we know a way to save you - or me - from that 
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destination. Some say with great certainty that they are saved from Hell. But many with equal certainty will say 
that their very different path is the way to go. I guess one day, when we each die, we will find out and say, "Ah, 
I'm sure glad I did it my way", or,  "oops". 
 
I do suspect that in the meditative process of awareness and the knowing of each moment, moment to moment, 
we get to 'practice' living with the profound awareness that we have choices in those moments. We have choices 
in our perception and in our awareness or our present moment we know the choice of a response in the next 
moment. We perceive a moment and believe it to be a moment in heaven or a moment in hell - all as we 
continue to create our own unfolding universe. Out of that perception, we choose our response. With this 
practice of flowing awareness, resting in clarity and equanimity, we know we need not grasp, or fear, or hope, 
or hate. We need not create the ego states that manifest as a perception of hell or heaven. Those states are all in 
our mind. Instead, we rest effortlessly in the vast view that holds it All as merely another sacred arising. Heaven 
or Hell --- all is the same -- all is One --- all IS - until we turn that lens of awareness very slightly and create our 
own Heaven or Hell within our own perception.  
 

      
 

A  MEDITATION – on HELL 
 
Our verse says: The clear seeing which knows that which is flawed as flawed and that 
which is pure as pure can lead beings to transcend misery. 

After beginning your daily meditation time, and after finding balance and focus, 
go back and contemplatively read each line of our Dhammapada verse, Hell.  Instead of thinking about what 
each line means to you intellectually, let the lines stir up deep memories and experiences in your life.  Notice 
what arises automatically. Be slightly curious about whatever comes into your awareness.  Feel the sensations in 
your body and any emotional stirring as each line may awaken the memories and sensations of events stored 
deep in your cells.  For each line, some more than others, you might see the scenarios that you once lived. Had 
you been fully present and paying attention, you might well have known that certain words or actions were 
about to take you down a path straight to hell. You may have known, had you been present and paying 
attention, that you were about to create a hell on earth.  Had you let yourself know that you knew, you might 
have made different choices. You might still be living the results of those choices that you did make. 
 

I expect that we all do know much more than we ever let ourselves know. 
 
We create our own reality beginning with the perception we hold in our awareness of our present moment. At 
that moment, before a decision is made that then arises in and manifests as the next moment, we perceive 
heaven or hell. We may rest in a reality perceived as loving and caring for all around us, or we believe our 
reality as a moment of great fear and we feel aggression. Then, depending on the reality we perceive, we act in a 
way that creates consequences and begins to manifest as our future reality. If we could see the reality we are 
about to create before we take that step of defining action, if we could breathe a moment, if we could just rest in 
awareness for a moment, we might not make those decisions that open the trap door into hell. We have to 
develop that capacity to see, to breathe, to rest in equanimity, to find clarity, before we ACT. 
 
Our intention guides us. First we must set our intention as the measure of weighing whether or not we are on the 
right path. If  we want the opportunity to live our life as a vehicle of service and an offering of compassion for 
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others, we must know when we are thinking, saying, or doing those things that will support or will sabotage our 
true goals.  We can all "know" our unfolding before it happens. We can magnetize all the beneficial qualities 
that we need for a positive future and lay down a path to achieve our highest expression.  Or not. 
 
Because, just as clearly, we can know how to create hell.  We can know when a thought arises that it can lead to 
the unfolding scenario that we are about to enact, long before we speak or act.  If we let ourselves, we can see it 
and feel it. We can feel and be horrified by the pain that we are about to invite for ourselves and others.  We can 
feel the heat from the fires of hell long before we enter into the inferno. 
 
So that is our meditation.  The training is to read the verse, HELL, and enter deeply into this experience of 
knowing what hell and all of its suffering truly is. We must enter this experience of Hell to go beyond the 
denial, the amnesia, the anesthesia of our pain and suffering and awaken to the suffering of Hell that we created 
and are still creating.  If we do not let ourselves feel and know the results of our actions, we can go through life 
blindly living in Hell and thinking it's a joke.  We are burned alive in Hell and we never live our lives.  
 

We must truly feel our self-destructive Hells in order to know our highest peace.   
 

     
 

From Your Letters 
 
 

          Holidays until May: 

March 15 - Ides of March 
March 17 - St. Patrick's Day 
March 20 - Spring (Vernal ) Equinox  
March 20 - International Earth Day - or called Sun-Earth Day 
March 25 - Feast of Annunciation - Christianity  
April 1 - April Fool's Day  
April 1 - Palm Sunday - Christianity 

April 1 - Ram Navmi - Hindu  
April 6 - Good Friday  - Christianity 
April 7 - Passover - sundown and lasts 8 days.  Jewish 
April 8 - Easter Sunday - Christianity 
April 12 - Bikam Samvat - Hindu New Year 
April 22 - Earth Day  
April 27 - Arbor Day-  always the last Friday in April 

 

and a few Dharma Friends reminders - 
 #1 - It would help Linda a lot if you would briefly put on your envelopes what it is you want. If you are a subscriber who 
wants to change your address or if you are new and want to be put on the mailing list, say that. Also write on the envelope if you want 
a book, a dictionary or a Mindful Money book, if you have an Ask Tim question, or if you are including a letter for Jeff's Kids. Then 
she need not search through the letters for all that information and can send your letter on to the next person to take care of your 
request. Thank you.  
 #2 -ASK TIM -If you have a burning question - ASK TIM!  Write us with your questions. Tim will tackle 
almost anything - except how to file your legal paperwork. Questions about life, getting a job, which fork to use at the dinner table, 
anything you have also wanted to know but did not know who to ask, now try: ASK TIM!  
 #3 -Become a DICTIONARY DROP TEAM PLAYER!    Here are the game plays for our Dictionary Drop !! 

If you want a dictionary, there are two plays.  
1-Drop a letter to us at CWFA/DF  DICTIONARY DROP and tell us how you will be helped by having a dictionary. We have English 
and Spanish/English dictionaries. Specify which you want. 
2- AND - get a new teammate! Give us the name of someone you know who would ALSO benefit from having a dictionary. Give us 
their name, number, and address, and tell us why you want to make this gift. (You might check this out with them first so they won't 
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take it as an insult to their English skills!) You might see if they would also like to receive Dharma Friends and mention that to us 
too. We will send them a dictionary and a note that you have given them this gift - and Dharma Friends too.  
and then... If you want to play the game... (you can get a dictionary and choose not to play, or if you already have a dictionary, you 
can use your own...) 
3 - In each Dharma Friends issue we will have a word drop - and ask you to research it and send us a note that explains your 
understanding of it and maybe even what it means to you in your life.  
4 - For those who are on the team and play the game, we will send you a CWFA/Dharma Friends Dictionary Drop Certificate after we 
receive twelve months' of letters successfully explaining the words we include.  
Hooray - Your Team Wins! 

 #4 - For the women... 
 Something for WOMEN: "Bliss Sisters" has graciously donated us some copies of their newest book, "Unbreakable 
Spirit: Rising Above the Impossible", with a special request that this books go to our women inmates. This is an uplifting book 
filled with inspiring true stories. If you're interested, send us a request! Please put on the envelope "bliss book". 
 **The Kathleen Welton "Quote" books are all gone. We thank Kathleen for her kind donation to our women.  
  #5-  Jeff's Kids and your letters: Jeff  is our friend who counsels kids in a Juvenile Detention Center. He thought that 
sharing your thoughts or stories about your journey to prison might benefit kids that are in the same situation that you might have been 
in once upon a time.  Know how much your letters are all appreciated for your stories, your advice, and for being such a wonderful 
vehicle to reach broken hearts! The healing that is coming from these letters is extraordinary.  If you would like to write a letter to 
Jeff’s Kids the address is: CWFA, PO Box 7708, Little Rock, Arkansas 72217-7708 and put JEFF'S KIDS on the envelope.  
Keep those letters coming. For those who have written to Jeff’s Kids, thank you so much!                                                                              
 #6-  If you would like a free copy of Linda’s Mindful Money book to learn to understand money and money in 

your life - just send a letter to CWFA and put on the envelope - MINDFUL MONEY BOOK please   We have a limited supply. 

 #7 - Dhammapadas are available for you - if you do not have a Dhammapada, we have put together our own 
compilation of verses into a pamphlet for you. Please write to Linda and put Dhammapada on the envelope and we will send one to 
you. We have a limited supply, but if we run out, we will start a waiting list.  

    

**** #8 - And NOW one more thing - A MOTHER'S DAY ISSUE. Our 

May issue will be dedicated to the women who have affected your life. We want to 
honor the women that you love - mothers, wives, daughters, grandmothers, sisters, 
and other special women - by publishing your letters about them. Please share with 
us how a special woman has touched you.  Of course, send those letters soon so 
we can get them in the next issue as we can. Letters that do not make it to this May 
issue will be included among our other Dharma Friends issues as we go along.  
Please put - "Mother's Day issue" on your envelope so it will be given priority in 
getting transcribed. Thank You.  

 

OUR DICTIONARY DROP WORD for April is RELIABLE 

 

 

 

 

A mantra is not like a prayer to a divine being. Rather, the mantra is the deity, is 
enlightenment, immediately manifest. - Lorne Ladner, "Wheel of Great 
Compassion" 
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  Book of Knowledge - Omar’s dream: *** a reminder - we are not able to 

supply you with free books in this Book of Knowledge section -  

A Country Where All Colors Are Sacred And Alive: A Memoir of Non-Ordinary Experience 
and Collaboration with Nature by Geoffrey Oelsner 

This memoir is an account of Geoffrey Oelsner's continuing education with experiences that defy 
rational explanation, but point toward a more holistic, interconnected Reality than we normally 
perceive. It sets forth a vision of our intimate relationship with Nature, and offers scientific evidence 

as well as personal anecdotes to support the thesis that we can influence the natural world 
positively through attunement, meditation, prayer, intention, loving presence, mindful 
ritual, celebration, song, dance, and other expressions of joyful creativity. 

Geoffrey Oelsner has been actively addressing community health and environmental issues 
for thirty-five years, as a community organizer in Georgia and Arkansas; while engaged 
with others in anti-nuclear research and activism; as co-author of a book about natural 
forms of radiation protection; and most recently working to alert the public and public 
health officials to the environmental hazards of "fracking" for subterranean natural gas 
deposits. He is convinced that we can help sustain and restore environmental harmony 
through our loving interactions with the natural world in a way that complements such 
necessary and important political work. Published by The Lorian Press 

WHAT I LOVE ABOUT THIS BOOK:  For those who are unable to go outside and enjoy the sun and wind, this 
book is a way to awaken your own deep memories and relationship to nature. Thank you, Goeff, for this beautiful 
book. 

Now there is cure in coolness and calm, but in heat and passion there can be no cure. - Milindapanha 

From A.L. [who is at Pelican Bay]:  Dear CWFA / Dharma Friends, Hello, I hope this letter finds all of our Dharma Family 
in the best of what this life has to offer.  I would like to send my thanks for the card and support that you sent. (..during the hunger 
strike at his prison)   I am doing well and the strike is over.  Now we will see.  So far, they have passed out “weather caps” and are 
allowing “calendars” back in the SHU.  More changes are supposed to happen soon as they get worked out and discussed.  I will keep 
you posted on how the process is going.  99% of us in unit D-8 participated in the hunger strike and showed support from anywhere 
from 3 to 20 days.  After 11 days, I lost 20+ lbs as did most men in my pod.  It was by far the most difficult thing I've endured in my 
life.  But being in the SHU isn't living either, so it was worth the struggle.  Our family and friends showed great support as well.  I am 
feeling much better and have put on some of the weight that I lost.  Speaking of, I'd like to thank you again for the Veggie Magazines 
you sent to me.  I am continuing with my daily meditations and that was a big part of what got me through the strike!  Thank you.  The 
fight to end this SHU torture is not over and we will continue to hold our spirits high and move forward.  Thank you and Compassion 
Works For All / Dharma Friends for all your support through letters, knowledge, newsletters and positive thoughts.  Sincerely 

What is this true meditation? It is to make everything: coughing, swallowing, waving the arms, motion, stillness, words, action, the 
evil and the good, prosperity and shame, gain and loss, right and wrong, into one single koan. - Hakuin, "Zen Master Hakuin" 

 MEDITATION TIME at TUCKER MAXIMUM SECURITY PRISON 

Our meditation group meets the third Monday night each month and we usually 
start our meditation at about 7:30. Our friend Anita suggested that if everyone 
everywhere, free world folks and those in prisons who read Dharma Friends, are 
tuned in to each other in loving support at this time each month (along with all 
your other meditations times) we would have quite a wave of peace to sweep over 
the planet. What a great idea!! Please join us all in meditation at this time where 
ever you are... thank you ! 
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Those of superior faculties and great wisdom get the point right off the bat--guidance doesn't mean gum-beating and lip-flapping. 
Truly awakened people with clear eyes would just laugh. The great masters of India and China only met mind to mind--from the 
first, there was never any "mind" to attain. But if you make a rationale of mindlessness, that is the same as having a certain 
mentality.   Ying-an 

An interesting history that touches us all - researched and offered by J.P.: 
A small but significant proportion of African slaves, some estimate 10 percent, were Muslim. You might tell the story of Omar Ibn 
Said (also "Sayyid," ca. 1770-1864), who was born in Western Africa in the Muslim state of Futa Toro (on the south bank of the 
Senegal River in present-day Senegal). He was a Muslim scholar and trader who, for reasons historians have not uncovered, found 
himself captive and enslaved. After a six-week voyage, Omar arrived in Charleston, South Carolina, in about 1807. About four years 
later, he was sold to James Owen of North Carolina's Cape Fear region. In 1819 a white Protestant North Carolinian wrote to Francis 
Scott Key, the composer of The Star Spangled Banner, to request an Arabic translation of the Bible for Omar, and apparently Key sent 
one. Historians dispute how much the African Muslim leaned toward Christianity in his final years, but Omar's notations on the 
Arabic bible, which offer praise to Allah, suggest that he retained much of his Muslim identity, as did some other first-generation 
slaves whose names have been lost to us. (Omar's Arabic Bible, which has recently been restored, is housed in the library of Davidson 
College in North Carolina.)  
 
What, now is the Noble Truth of the Origin of Suffering? It is craving, which gives rise to fresh rebirth, and, bound up with 
pleasure and lust, now here, now there, finds ever-fresh delight. But where does this craving arise and take root? Wherever in the 
world there are delightful and pleasurable things, there this craving rises and takes root. Eye, ear, nose, tongue, body and mind are 
delightful and pleasurable: there this craving arises and takes root. -  

The Four Nobel Truths (from the Samyutta Nikaya, translated by Nyanatiloka) 

 
A Reflection From Michael Edmunds (sent last September) 
Today is the 10th anniversary of the terrible terrorist attack on our country and I am watching the TV news coverage . . .  I was in the 
kitchen office doing data entry that day when the Sgt. came in to tell us that a plane had hit the World Trade Center in New York City.  
I remember asking if they knew if it was an accident or what – and he said the TV news didn't know or wasn't reporting the truth at 
that moment.  Then, 15 – 20 minutes later, that same kitchen Sgt. walks into our office and stated another plane has crashed into the 
other building of the World Trade Center.  The kitchen Captain said it must be terrorists attacking America.   We were all struck with 
shock and didn't say a word for a long time . . .  My co-worker, at the time, said he was going back to his cell to watch the TV 
coverage, but the Captain had me stay (I was entering data for the budget and he needed it that day).  I did stay in that little 4-person 
seating area until 5:00 p.m. but then rushed back to my cell to watch the CNN news coverage.  I can still remember watching the 
footage in shock as those twin towers were being hit by fast-moving airplanes and burn and then later watching both buildings 
crumbling and then crash to the ground.  The CNN coverage even showed shocking pictures of men and women throwing themselves 
off of those twin towers.  It was all too horrible to watch, but my cellie and I did until midnight and only then because I would have to 
report to the kitchen Captain's office at  5:30 in the a.m., so I tried to get some sleep.  The next day, we were all (especially in the 
office) still in shock.  But the budgets, food truck orders, filing, and general office work had to be done, so we plodded throughout the 
day and returned home early at 2:30 to watch more of the CNN news coverage.  That was the pattern for the rest of the week.  Now, 
it's 10 years later but it still seems so fresh in my mind.  I hope and pray America never has to experience such an attack on our soil 
again. 
From A - Such a touching letter that probably reminds you of your own experiences. As you can tell, we are a bit behind in sharing 
your letters, but we get so many that we just run as many as we can each issue. Thank you for your patience.  
 

A man born in the world, by proper thought comes to delight in goodness, he recognizes the impermanence of wealth and beauty; 
and looks upon religion as his best ornament. - Fo-Sho-Hing-Tsan-King 

 
From A.S.:  Dharma Friends, Hello everyone!  I hope and pray all is well.  I really loved your  issue dealing with age and death.  
It's a subject a lot of people shy away from, I guess because nobody wants to die, but, no doubt, everything has an end.  When you're  
young, time and death seem so far away and non-existent.  I've experienced my friends being killed and myself even being brought to 
death's door.  I like the question “Who am I if I am not my body?”  I have so many thoughts on where we go when we die and where 
we come from before we are born.  I do believe now we should prepare for our transition out of this body while we are young.  I just 
never knew how to do that.  I'm gonna meditate on that question above and add that contemplation: I am growing old - to my sessions.  
One day I will die. It's time to embrace this transition instead of avoiding it like it doesn't exist.  I'm 31 years old now and I can notice 
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my own aging even though people think I'm in my early 20's.  I can notice for sure.  I'm really grateful for this issue and your thoughts 
on this topic, Anna.  It's helped me look at my own death in a different light.  Thank you.  For some reason, part of me thinks, 
strangely, that place we go when we die is the same place our minds take us to when we are asleep and dreaming.  How cool and 
fearful would that be?  Anyways, it's the best I can come up with.  One thing is for sure, after reading the story of Buddha and your 
own thoughts, Anna, I am better prepared to prepare for the next level.  TTYL . . . Take care!  Love, your friend, 

 

 

From passion arises sorrow and from passion arises fear. If a man is free from passion, he is 
free from fear and sorrow. - The Buddha 

 

From O.D.   To whom it may concern: 

I am nobody and not trying to be somebody.  I'm just a simple dharma practitioner who is beyond 
"beliefs" for I do know what makes a Buddhist a "Buddhist" and what it is not.  But first I have 
been receiving Dharma Friends for several months now but I can't seem to pinpoint who the 
responsible people are, as they are nowhere in the newsletters I receive.  Second ly, what bothers 
me a lot is your promotion of "true self" idea as if it were a Buddhist concept which it is NOT..  
Are you all Hindus who also believe in the Buddhas as an Avatar like Krishna and Jesus? 

You published " the magic is that whether we are evolving into an enlightened one, or a saint, or a bodhisattva, preacher, teacher or 
mystic, or push along our path transcends all those obstacles of ordinary life.  The magic is that we see the purpose or even the 
perfection of those tough challenges that are part of all of our lives because they take us further to our highest realization and our true 
Self." 
 I say that such magic you claim which takes us further to our highest realization and our true self is such a magic of delusion 
as there is no true self and in the ultimate truth except in conventional do lose if construct of our karmic ignorant minds.  The fact that 
you and I and other religions differ in our views of this ultimate truth proves the emptiness of its truth of its no-self ness; for it is truly 
empty and that it is possible for you to see it in any way you want.  If  it were not empty and what you say is truly the truth then 
everybody would see it the same way.  And that is why it is functional, it works! 
 The core teachings of Buddhism is the Three Seals of All Phenomena: 1. All conditioned things are impermanent  -  2. and 
unsatisfactory. 3. All things are no-self.  In detail, to understand this "Three Seals" concept, one has to study and meditate on "the Four 
Noble Truths" and practice the "Eight Fold Path".  Then one must have the right expressions of right speech and  livelihood.  The right 
practices of right effort, mindfulness and concentration, and the right experiences of right thought (to see intention) and view (of 
understanding).  Thus to be a Buddhist, one must take refuge in the Buddha (who gives us the dharma), in the dharma (which teaches 
us how to be liberated from our "self", - created afflictions leading us to nirvana and to be liberated from our ignorance of "not - 
knowing" leading us to the omniscience of the Buddha) and in the sangha (who are in direct lineage of the historical Buddha who 
modeled him as the perfect model of human perfection) whom we all model as templates of human excellence, for guidance, 
protection and blessings; and in whom we rely on for our discipline in morality, benefitting others and not getting angry, for our 
knowledge, skills and application of the law, force and pattern of conditions, causes and effects if (karma) and for our selfless love, 
transcendent wisdom and compassionate understanding of the truths of Emptiness of the ultimate truth. 
 There are three kinds of compassion: 1. Compassion with reason (of the right thing to do). 2. Spontaneous compassion (with 
no reason)  3. Compassion based on wisdom and realizing no-self Emptiness of all things.  The third one means if you understand, 
even if your understanding is just a mere intellectual one, you can develop this wisdom realizing no-self emptiness.  Thus, you wish 
others also to realize the same truth of self emptiness for, after all, compassion means wanting to take away others' sufferings.  Then 
should your wish burning in its program in your karmic mind, your compassion will be an engaged spontaneous compassion of a 
bodhisattva and you will do the activities of a messiah and of all the Buddhas.  Why?  Because then you know, free of having to 
believe, that it is impossible to know the ultimate truth so long as a person holds onto his notion of true self.  Why?  Because this very 
notion of the true self is the very evidence of not knowing the truth of the ultimate truth.  Why?  You would simply ask the wrong 
questions deluding the mind with the wrong premises and presuppositions as Mr. Tim Lathrop asked/ said "this didn't charge to "know 
thyself" is, to my understanding, the primary goal, and all others falling into place as we achieve this wisdom." This assumes they 
exist and true nature of the self when, according to Buddhism, it is just simply a mental conjure,  projected by the mind and forced by 
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the law of karma based on his past deeds in preconditions.  Thus, the bigger notion of the self, the greater his (potential of) sufferings.  
Realizing emptiness eliminates this notion so affliction is eliminated also. This is the true key to nirvana. 
 Maybe you are Buddhists who are trying to avoid confusing others who are new to Buddhism.  But this leads to other people 
being misled in their perceptions that Buddhism is like the fiesta religion of the pagans, the Jews, the Muslims, the Christians, etcetera.  
When it is not.  Tim Lathrop writes " ..to me, I see this idea of no self to be possibly misleading and detrimental concept for some.  To 
practice meditation striving for a state of no self you would then have to suppress and eliminate the ego, without our ego the very 
thing that identifies me as a human - we would revert back to an animalistic state when you live without a sense of self, you live like 
an animal - reacting only to internal or external stimuli.  Is this growth or de-evolution?" This is completely taking the Buddhist 
teachings out of context, unacceptable and a very sad and misrepresentation. A result of some false representation of Buddhist 
teachings.  Obviously Mr. Tim Lathrop has not been given the right instructions on the stages of Samatha, Vipassana, the five paths 
and the 10 stages of an Arya-Bodhisattva Path, and Mahamudra.  This is what you should discuss.  The truth. 
 You take a sutra like "the Dhammapada" but then you would interpret it like in the doctrine of "true self" when "the 
Dhammapada" says "all things are not self - when one sees this with wisdom, one turns away from suffering.  This is the path to 
purification!" So how can any self be true, ever?  All the sufferings in the world are caused by deeds, words and thoughts to benefit 
the self at the expense of others: all the happiness in the world are caused by deeds, words and thoughts to benefit others at the 
expense of the self.  Think about it, meditate on it!  The "Buddhists conceptual good" then is to have a better and happy future life, to 
be liberated from all flexion, or are to be liberated from not knowing (omniscience/Buddhahood) and not " us send our consciousness 
from self to the awareness that we are all one self, we all share in us a sacred self, is easily acceptable and a very worthy goal as Mr. 
Tim Lathrop notes.  Yours humbly in truth; O 
 

One of the major aims and purposes of religious practice for the individual is an inner transformation from an undisciplined, 
untamed, and unfocused state of mind towards one that is disciplined, tamed and balanced. - His Holiness the Dalai Lama 

 

From Shelly Breeden:  Dear Friends, I am studying all religions and would 
like anyone, who wouldn't mind, to tell me their religion, what they believe, 
what they do not believe, what they celebrate, things like that.  I'm not looking 
for pen-pals, but if they are incarcerated, I will need to know if I am allowed to 
write them back if I have questions.  If they have daily rituals or dietary 
restrictions, I would also like to know that.  I find religions much more true to 
the faith if the information comes from a believer instead of a book.  Thank you 
for your time.  I hope many will help me.  With deepest love and respect, 
 
Shelly Breeden 
# 290758  2-N-B-50 
3881 Stewart Lane 
Nashville TN  37218-3302  
 

Don't be discriminatory, don't keep a grasping and rejecting attitude. For this 
reason it is said, Truth has no comparison, because it is not relative to 
anything. - Hui-chung 

 

From Bert Hansen:  Hey Kristopher, I hope all at CWFA are well in health 
and spirits.  First, I would like to relay my thanks and gratitude to you all.  Each 
Dharma Friends newsletter issue that I get, I read and then reread it until I can 

practically recite them in my sleep.  Thank you Kristopher for all your help, letters, and books that you have sent.  It is through you 
that I have started putting my focal point on Buddhism and have put aside Taoism.  One has to pick a single path to travel if one 
wishes to go anywhere.  To go up one path only part way and then turn and run back to start another that is equally as far will only 
confuse the traveler.  Anna, your wisdom and compassion are breathtaking.  For lack of the appropriate word to convey my deeper 
feelings; that's all I have to say about that.  The same with saying anything of the rest of the CWFA staff.  Thank you all, 
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Subscription information: I have gladly been offering this newsletter free of charge to those in prisons. I am so happy to have a 
vehicle for those who have little dharma support to feel united with others who identify with their life situation. It is truly important to 
remember that we are all mirrors of each other. We are all one with each other. And we can recognize that suffering is present for us 
all whether behind the bars of a prison or behind the bars of our own ego structure.  
 

PLEASE LET US KNOW IF YOUR ADDRESS CHANGES. 
 

Here are some ways that you can help us.  
 Keep us apprised of your address changes. Most of you have been very good at this and we hardly have any returned issues.  
 If you are receiving Dharma Friends but do not read it or know someone else who does not read their issues, either donate them 

to your library, or write and tell us to take you off the Dharma Friends list. Now, some have written and said that others need 
them more than they do so take their name off. Don’t be too generous!! WE WANT YOU TO KEEP GETTING DHARMA 
FRIENDS IF IT IS HELPFUL TO YOU!  

 If you have family or friends, tell them that you receive support from Dharma Friends and we would be very grateful for any 
donations that they might make. I know that most of you have very little money but we are enormously appreciative when some 
of you have made donations as well, and for the stamps many of you have sent. 

 
We greatly value the opportunity to bring a loving community of support to those who are connected to people in prison as they are 
often made to feel uncomfortable by society. If those you love receive Dharma Friends too, think of the common growth that you 
would share and the bond that could develop. So, you might suggest Dharma Friends as something your friends and family might 
like to donate to and receive via email. For anyone who is not in prison and who would like to subscribe to Dharma Friends, here is 
what to do. Send us your email addess and we will send you monthly issues for free along with the monthly updates of our 
CompassionWorksForAll.org website. If you would like to make a contribution to our work, it would be greatly appreciated and will 
help us to continue to offer paper issues through the mail to those in prisons. I also want to acknowledge the enormous generosity of 
many of those in prisons who have sent stamps and letters of support and appreciation. Far more important than anything material are 
the letters and notes that say that you are benefiting from being part of this sangha of Dharma Friends. I think that many feel less 
alone on their journey because we are connected beyond all time and space to each other. 
 

It is through not understanding, not penetrating four things that we have run so erratically, wandered on so long in this round of 
existence, both you and I. What are the four? Goodness, concentration, wisdom, and liberation. When these four things are 
understood and penetrated, craving for superficial existence is rooted out and that which leads to continued return to the same 
conditions is ended. There is no more constant journeying. - Digha Nikaya 

 

From Big John: The Five Precious Precepts 

Trainings for Non-Harming 
by Larry Yang 

1. Aware of the suffering caused by violence, I undertake the training to refrain from killing or committing violence toward living 
beings.  I will attempt to treat all beings with compassion and loving kindness. 

 
2. Aware of the suffering caused by theft, I undertake the training to refrain from stealing, from taking what is not given.  I will 

attempt to practice generosity and will be mindful about how I use the world's resources. 
 
3. Aware of the suffering cause by sexual misconduct, I undertake the training to refrain from using sex in ways that are harmful to 

myself or to others.  I will attempt to express my sexuality in ways that bring joy and feelings of connection. 
 
4. Aware of the suffering caused by harmful speech, I undertake the training to refrain from lying, from harsh speech, from slander, 

land from idle speech.  I will attempt to speak and write in ways that are loving, truthful and appropriate. 
 
5. Aware of the suffering caused by alcohol and drugs, I undertake the training to refrain from misusing intoxicants that dull and 

confuse the mind.  I will attempt to cultivate a clear mind and an open heart. 
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       We honor Thinley Norbu Dungse Rinpoche who died  
December 27, 2011. 
 
 Rinpoche was a great Buddha, head of the Nyingma Dudjom Lineage of 
Vajrayana Buddhism. We thank him for the great teachings that he gave to       
us and to the world in order to benefit all beings. Those teachings have 
planted seeds of great wisdom and compassion in all our hearts.   
 
 
 
 
 

There is no pleasure without some degree of pain. There is no pain without some 

amount of pleasure.  - Bhante Henepola Gunaratana, "Mindfulness in Plain English" 
 
From Daniel Lehl: 
Warm summer rains fall on the petals of the rose.  Gently she opens herself to beauty.  This is what she was meant for -  to love. 
 

 

 

 

Here is a letter that you can send to your loved ones if you wish. 

Hopefully, this invitation will benefit your important relationships and your families. It might be a drop starting off ripples and 
changing your family and maybe even dysfunctional communities.  

 
Dear 
Here in prison, I receive a monthly newsletter from Compassion Works for All called Dharma Friends. It offers support from 
ancient wisdom with which we explore our spiritual path, no matter what tradition someone follows. We learn meditation 
teachings, psychological and emotional healing, and we build a community between those in prison and those out in the world 
through letters.  
 Compassion Works for All encourages communication and healing of old family patterns and relationship issues with 
those I have left behind - like you. If we are both reading Dharma Friends issues, one way to support such discussions between us 
is to use the issues as a basis for our discussions. I welcome this opportunity to share such healing and growth talks and letters 
with you and would like to ask you to go to www.CompassionWorksForAll.org and sign up for the twice monthly emails that will 
bring you Dharma Friends newsletter and also the Compassion Works for All web site updates. There are lots of healing videos on 
the web site as well, some especially for those with family members and friends who are in prison. 
 I greatly regret that we are spending this time apart and the challenges that it imposes on our relationship. I also look 
forward to being able to use all of these traumatic events as a way to grow beyond the issues of our past and find a stronger 
healing that will benefit not only me and you but all those that we love.  
Thank you for considering sharing Dharma Friends and this part of my life with me. I hope it helps you as much as it has helped 
me.  Love, 
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Let us not talk of karma, but simply of responsibility toward the whole world. - His Holiness the 
Dalai Lama, "Imagine All the People" 

From C.S.:  Dear Kristopher, I have great respect for you and the work that you do.  I do hope 
that when I get out, this time, that I will devote my time to charitable causes.  This is my fourth 
time in prison and each time prior, I have had such good intentions for when I was released.  
Eventually, I fell back into the same routine.  The last time I did well for about three and a half 
years.  After my father's death and a failed relationship, I fell right back in with the same old 
crowd.  Each time the sentences get longer though.  I received six and a half for this new sentence.  
I'll only have to serve a little over three years and I've already served over two of that.  I just know 
that I can't do this anymore.  This has got to be the last trip.  I now have a three year old daughter 
who doesn't even know me.  Sure, I write and send her pictures, but she doesn't even know me.  

May all that you do be abundantly blessed.  Your friend, 

Response from Kristopher:  I've said it before and I'm sure that I'll say it again; Had it not been for my developing relationships at 
the meditation center and my involvement in the twelve step programs, I do not think I would have made it.  Please, when you get out, 
do the same and keep me posted.  And Anna adds: the surest way to stay out of prison is to devote your life to helping others. 

 

Dharma Punx  by Noah Levine:  Up to that point, meditation had been something I did on the cushion as my spiritual practice.  I 
realized that I could practice meditation in all aspects of my life, in every action and with every breath.    page 184 

 


